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7.  A man drives along the Pacific coast in the rain 
without the use of the vehicle’s windshield wipers 
until he arrives at the end of the road, he exits the 
vehicle and times his sprint to the Pacific Ocean to 
correspond with the cessation of the door ajar alarm.

High definition video,  6:35 minutes, 2012

The Kohl Gallery of Art is delighted to present the work of the two newest 
members of the Washington College Department of Art and Art History: 
Heather Harvey (MFA, Virginia Commonwealth University) and Benjamin 
Bellas (MFA, School of the Art Institute of Chicago). Heather and Benjamin 
share a multidisciplinary perspective to art making and work across a 
range of media, as is evident in the thought-provoking work they present 
in “What Comes Later.” Their appointment to the department’s studio 
program deepens the College’s commitment to the teaching of studio art as 
conceptual practice. With this focus, students of course learn to draw, paint, 
sculpt, take photographs and make films. But more important, they learn 
to think as artists: to engage with the history of art, literature, psychology, 
philosophy, the natural sciences and all the other disciplines they study at 
the College, to express important, challenging ideas in their work and to 
articulate why they create what they create. Under Heather and Benjamin’s 
leadership, the studio art program will further enhance its tradition of 
engaging both faculty and students in the thoughtful, analytical and critical 
work of making art. 

Patrice DiQuinzio
Associate Provost for Academic Services
Director, Kohl Gallery

what  comes later

heather  har vey    

benjamin bel lasIn the two new additions to its studio art program, Washington College 
is fortunate to have two artists who bring with them an intense spirit of 
intellectual adventure and daring.  Heather Harvey and Benjamin Bellas, 
whose work seems at first quite different,  share a rigorous approach that 
is both analytic and poetical. With unexpectedly broad subject matter, they 
create worlds at once fresh, yet often disturbing.

In writing of her work, Heather Harvey states that she seeks “a visual, 
nonverbal engagement; something odd, compelling, not easily placed 
and not needing too much explanation . . . a visual poem . . . a reverie.” And 
ranging in subject from the scientific to the phenomenological, she carries 
us along with her.

In a manner that weds a poetical nature with a critical mind, Benjamin 
Bellas creates work that seem moments in time, flashes or understanding, 
epiphanies. What unites works that often seem disparate, is the incisive 
thought behind it and its poetical and often lyrical presentation. The tension 
between image and word is critical; the titles of his works are an absolutely 
integral part of the whole. As he has written, “It is not work aimed at the 
eyes, but at the process behind them. . . at cognition itself.”

Alex Casto
Adjunct Professor of Art
Curator in Residence, Kohl Gallery

Untitled (Door Bumps 2)
2011
Plaster, paint on wall
5 x 4 x 3 inchess
Not in exhibition



Heather Harvey
It happened one day, at a crossroads, in the middle of a crowd, 
people coming and going. I stopped, blinked: suddenly I 
understood nothing. Nothing, nothing about anything: I did not 
understand the reasons for things or for people.
. . .even now, every time (and it is often) that I find I do not 
understand something, then, instinctively, I am filled with the 
hope that perhaps this will be my moment again, perhaps 
once again I shall understand nothing, I shall grasp the other 
knowledge, found and lost in an instant.
   —Italo Calvino, from The Flash

My work is rooted in curiosity. It is about the world as 
experienced through one person’s interiority. The meaning 
comes in the process of making. An intimate, idiosyncratic 
engagement with materials reveals important insights into 
how the world works. I draw from a wide range of sources that 
includes pretty much everything under the sun, incorporating 
science and philosophy, literature and history, poetry and 
psychology. One way to approach my work is to think of it like 
visual poetry. One assumes that poems, more so than prose, 
are meant to have layered meanings, and hidden, shifting 
symbolism. Any given word points to two, three or more 
readings. 

I am interested in conveying the suggestion of mental and 
emotional landscapes, and the internal experience of unfolding 
thought. I am also interested in invisible infrastructures or 
hidden ordering mechanisms. By this I mean tangible things like 
gravity, radio waves, quantum physics, or wind patterns. These 
are measurable forces that we know exist, but cannot see. This 
then suggests other invisible but less quantifiable phenomena. 
Things like memory, emotion, and other interior experience that 
are difficult to name or quantify but still very formative and 
central to daily life.

I arrange holes in the Hole Drawing using data from the 
elevation and azimuth of the sun as recorded in Baltimore 
over the course of a year. The holes are the central metaphor 
for this body of work, meant to embody damage, chaos, 
aggression, emptiness, and loss, but also mystery and infinity. 
I use data as a starting point to impose order and rationality 
over chaos, confusion, and destruction. A year of setting and 
rising suns alludes to the passage of time, and the precious, 
ephemeral specificity of a particular day in a particular place. 

The stratigraphic layers of paint revealed in the distressed 
wall point to specific moments in time, and what comes 
before or after.

The other work in the exhibition quietly transform 
the architectural space or painted panels, making them 
do things they don’t normally do. The work is meant to 
be playful and unexpected. I am interested in ideas of 
reverie, and the dream-like seriousness with which children 
engage the world. My work has an interiority and solitude 
to it. A lyric, non-verbal quality that is meant to remain 
unidentifiable and in a state of becoming. One reason for 
this is to make the familiar and mundane seem unfamiliar 
and strange again. It is a way of re-enchanting the world 
and drawing attention to the profound strangeness of even 
prosaic things we normally take for granted.

Biography

Heather Harvey was born in Syracuse, New York. Her work is 
included in public and private collections, and she regularly 
exhibits around the country, including venues such as the 
The Painting Center in New York City, Delaware Center for 
Contemporary Arts, in Wilmington, Delaware, the Anderson 
Gallery in Richmond, VA, Denise Bibro in New York City, 
the McLean Project for the Arts in McClean, VA, Vanderbilt 
University in Nashville, TN, Page Bond Gallery, Richmond, 
VA, Hunt Gallery in Staunton, VA, McKinney Avenue 
Contemporary in Dallas, TX, the William King Museum 
in Abingdon, VA, PLAYsPACE in San Francisco, CA, and the 
Claremont Graduate University Gallery in Los Angeles, CA.

Harvey has received several awards including the 
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts Professional Artist Fellowship 
2009-2010 and was a fellow at the Virginia Center for 
Creative Arts in 2003. In addition, Harvey is an art critic for 
publications including Art Papers, Sculpture Magazine, and 
NYArts. She is assistant professor of art and coordinator of 
the studio program at Washington College.

Detail: 2. Stretched Membrane 

2012
plaster, fiberglass, acrylic paint
30 x 24 x 7 inches 



Benjamin Bellas

8.  An Individual renders images of the Triangle 
Shirtwaist Company Building and Chicago 
Haymarket upon kitchen cabinet samples by 
rubbing each sample with pages from the Wall 
Street Journal for eight hours at a time; the 
individual then positions the samples upon a piece 
of crown moulding.

2012 
Wood blocks, crown moulding, ink
Performance / sculpture 

3.  A man that is not young, and is not old, uses a wood 
folding rule to trace his sightline.

2011
Wooden ruler
performance / sculpture / photographic series

2.   A cut pasture is raked and stacked by the hands 
of a man who is not a farmer; at some point in the 
stacking, he places an ox bone needle within.

2011
Ox bone needle, hay
Performance / sculpture / photographic series 

I seek to understand the experience of understanding.

I want to see how information changes vision.

Instead of writing sonnets or post-punk anthems, I 
interact with the quotidian and offer the unassuming 
artifact or action as an epiphany.

It’s cerebral sculpture, or lyric visual art, these gestures 
into the void. 

Through this battle I’d like to destroy everything in 
my path. . . disrupt existing systems, and leave them 
irreparably damaged in my wake... scorch the earth and 
salt the ground. Some days I want to be Shiva, others 
Dennis Quaid.

(My titles don’t fit in the spaces allotted, and neither do 
my descriptions of materials and processes.)

I seek to disrupt the formulaic within the comfortably 
established norms of artistic display and practice.  The 
expected is to be unexpected.

this is how my vision of creation manifests, never neatly 
contained to the reserved spaces.

Ultimately I create fissures in one’s brain chemistry, or 
islands connected by a series of bridges.

Simple is paired with complex, emotion with pure logic, 
synthesis with analysis, and each pairing against each 
other simultaneously. 

It is not work aimed at the eyes, but at the process behind 
them. . . at cognition itself.

I am firm in this regard, information is the greatest 
dictator of aesthetic.

Biography

Benjamin Bellas stages subtle interventions and gestures 
within the everyday in an attempt to understand the 
experience of understanding; cognition itself. Bellas has 
exhibited his work nationally and internationally at various 
venues such as Contemporary Istanbul; Track 16, Los Angeles; 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago; la Space, Hong 
Kong; Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh; Hyde Park Art 
Center, Chicago; and Academy of Fine Arts, Helsinki. He is the 
recipient of an Illinois Art Council International Artist Grant, 
and has been awarded residencies at Redux Contemporary 
Art Center, 1a space, and the Contemporary Artists Center. 
His writing has been published in journals such as Cadillac 
Cicatrix and Drain Magazine. He holds a BA in Studio Arts 
with minors in Art History and Philosophy from the University 
of Pittsburgh and received his MFA from the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago. Bellas was until recently a member of 
the faculty in the Contemporary Practices Department of the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago. He currently is Assistant 
Professor of Art at Washington College.
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heather harvey

1.  Burnt Red Cosmic Sunshine 133-111-544 (Hole Drawing – Solar 
Elevation and Azimuth Recordings, Baltimore)

2012
Paint, holes in wall
77 x 111 inches

2.  Stretched Membrane 

2012 
plaster, fiberglass, acrylic paint
30 x 24 x 7 inches 

3.  Protrusion Piece with Dots 

2012
Plaster, spackling, paint
Approximately 98 x 118 inches

4.  Bump Series (3 panels)

2012
Plaster, fiberglass, paint
19 x 20 inches, depth varies

5.  Two Solitudes

2012
Plaster, fiberglass, spackling, paint
Approximately 98 x 118 inches

Benjamin Bellas

1.  A writing spider is coaxed to build a web within a rubber knee boot;
the web is later encrusted with diamond powder and placed atop slate  
stepping stones.

2011
Rubber boot, slate, spider’s web, diamond powder
Sculpture 

2.  A cut pasture is raked and stacked by the hands of a man who is not
a farmer; at some point in the stacking, he places an ox bone needle within.

2011
Ox bone needle, hay
Performance / sculpture / photographic series

3.  A man that is not young, and is not old, uses a wood folding rule to
trace his sightline.

2011
Wooden ruler
performance / sculpture / photographic series

4.  A pair of shrubs frame the entrance to the house of one’s grandparents; one 
removes then relocates the shrubs to a field behind the house some forty years 
after they were planted; the shrubs are never to be trimmed again.

2011
Shrubs
Performance / sculpture / photographic series

5.  In an old home, a knife is pressed into a lit candle and left to slice through it.

2011
High definition video,  45:30 minutes

6.  Somewhere a tree branch is milled and reassembled using the salvaged joists 
from a sugar house for supports, the man responsible then places a brass lamp 
and the memoir “A Vanished World”, both purchased from a settled estate, inside.

2012
Tree branch, brass lamp, reclaimed wood and nails, book
Sculpture

7.  A man drives along the Pacific coast in the rain without the use of the 
vehicle’s windshield wipers until he arrives at the end of the road, he exits 
the vehicle and times his sprint to the Pacific Ocean to correspond with the 
cessation of the door ajar alarm.

2012
High definition video,  6:35 minutes

8.  An Individual renders images of the Triangle Shirtwaist Company Building 
and Chicago Haymarket upon kitchen cabinet samples by rubbing each sample 
with pages from the Wall Street Journal for eight hours at a time; the individual 
then positions the samples upon a piece of crown moulding.

2012
Wood blocks, crown moulding, ink
Performance / sculpture

This exhibition is made possible in part by a grant from the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation


